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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firstly I would like to say thank you to Maths No Problem for this opportunity to learn from the conference and to share my research and thinking with you…And say thank you to my co-researchers – Andy Ash in particular because he is a school-based colleague who has co-authored my maths papers but also to the teacher researchers named here…My name is Pete Boyd… I am Professor of Professional Learning at a new university – the university of Cumbria is only ten years old… it is a multi-site university including a base in east London, but our HQ campus is in Cumbria the most beautiful region of England in the north – the national park in Cumbria is called the Lake District and is world heritage status… if you visit us then you get an opportunity to climb a mountain or at least visit the park to look at the mountains…In my first career I was a high school teacher for 15 years – but I am also a keen mountaineer - I organised residential adventure trips to the mountains for literally hundreds of young people… my motto for education and for life that I try to live by - is ‘no risk, no learning’… living in the Lake District is perfect for me 



1. It has proved very difficult to reform the teaching of mathematics
2. There is a power knowledge struggle to shape ‘school maths’
3. Reform of teaching mathematics is a social justice issue
4. Effective leadership of change is ‘learning centred’ and collective
5. Implementing MNP influences teachers strategies and beliefs
6. The MNP textbook scheme contributes to ‘dialogic teaching’
7. Lesson study is appropriate for continued teacher learning
8. A well-designed ‘dialogic’ textbook scheme offers a way forward

Leading change in teaching mathematics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I will present an argument with 8 steps… the first 6 are based around my research into maths teaching… the last two are my suggestions, based on my research but also on my wider professional judgment, for teachers, school leaders and school systems…



(Basil Bernstein, 2000; Stephen Puttick, 2015; Pete Boyd & Andy Ash, 2018a; 2018b)

Distributive rules  
Recontextualising rules

Evaluative rules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. So how does the beautiful, exploratory, problem-solving, investigating patterns, real world subject discipline of Maths…Become school maths…2. This is critical in understanding the potential of mastery approaches to maths such as MNP…what knowledge power rules and processes decide how children in YOUR classroom and school experience maths? Despite all of the slings and arrows of the failed quasi-free market in schooling – parent ‘choice’, league tables, high stakes pernicious inspection, teacher performativity and outrageous pressures on head teachers…are we still a teaching profession, able to adopt a critical stance and collectively lead curriculum development?…yes we are!  3. Basil Bernstein was a professor based in England whose work is becoming increasingly useful in debates around the curriculum – he considered the rules or principles by which academics and other agents create, define and develop the discourse and subject discipline of maths… this knowledge creation of the discipline is controlled by ‘distributive’ rules…And how (recontextualising) rules or principles changes maths to become ‘school maths’…there are official recontexualising processes (National Curriculum, exam boards, curriculum guidance, authors of national tests) and pedagogic recontextualising processes (teachers)…as well as text book authors and publishers and so this makes a link to commercial aspects of schooling…And how is that knowledge acquired…by what evaluative rules or principles does it become cognitive learning and cultural knowledge? Who sets the tests and exams that provide a proxy measure of learning in maths?To see an accessible application of Basil Bernstein’s rules – you might take a look at Stephen Puttick’s paper (available online) provides a helpful example applying Bernstein’s pedagogic device onto the influence of exam boards and examiners on GCSE geography…which again is about the commercial aspects of schooling…4. And how does all this relate to cultural beliefs in England?So that is widely seen as ok for someone to declare unashamedly ‘I am rubbish at maths’…And the myth that maths ‘ability’ is somehow innate, genetic, inherited…And the myth that maths attainment is a good general measure of intelligence…And the myth that maths is somehow ‘harder’ than other subjects…



• Avoid labelling children…communicate high 
expectations for all…

• Use low threshold, high ceiling tasks…nurture a 
growth mindset in maths… 

• Maths as multidimensional human activity…focus 
on mathematical reasoning…

• Study topics in depth and make connections…use 
concrete, pictorial, abstract representations…

Reform maths and social justice

(Boaler, 2016; Apple, 1988; Schoenfeld, 2002; Moscardini, 2014; 
Hudson, Henderson & Hudson, 2015; Boyd & Ash, 2018a; 2018b) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reform of teaching mathematics has proved to be challenging in the USA and in the UK nd internationally – but reform of maths teaching is not just about improving test scores – it is a social justice issue… enabling virtually all children to succeed in maths and to enjoy and feel confident in maths will open doors for them… we recommend Jo Boaler’s book mathematical mindsets and the youcubed website as a guide for teachers and her underpinning research to find out more about this…



connected 
curriculum

Lewin K. 1951. Field Theory in Social Science. New York: Harper & Row.
Liping Ma (1999) Knowing and Teaching Elementary Mathematics: Teachers' Understanding of Fundamental 
Mathematics in China and the United States. New York: Routledge.

Leading Change in Practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kurt Lewin’s model of leading change – unfreeze current practice, change it, then freeze to embed the new practice - reminds us of the need for three stages – unfreezing the current embedded assumptions and practices, changing practice, then re-freezing practice to embed the new ways of working to create sustainable change in practice. The columnar diagram of the maths curriculum before the change represents a Western view of maths as a school subject, made up of separate elements. The cylinder diagram for the maths curriculum after the change represents the more holistic and connected understanding of the curriculum that teachers in China and elsewhere in East Asia hold (Liping Ma, 1999)…. I will argue today that lesson study is a way to embed the new practice and ironically, to keep it a a living thing, perhaps to preserve it, to keep it frozen…



Effective School Leadership
Previously too much emphasis on ‘heroic’ leadership…

‘Learning centred’ leadership focused on teaching and learning…

‘Distributed’ or ‘collective’  leadership…

Social identity based leadership… building a learning community…

Christopher Day & Pamela Sammons (2014) Successful School Leadership. TDT.
https://www.educationdevelopmenttrust.com/~/media/EDT/Reports/Research/2015/r-successful-school-
leadership.pdf

Haslam, S.A., Reicher, S.D., Platow, M. J. (2011). The New Psychology of Leadership: Identity, influence and 
power. New York: Psychology Press.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There has been, and perhaps still is, too much emphasis in England on ‘heroic’ leadership. A research review report (Day & Sammons 2014) argues that it is possible to combine transformational leadership (values, vision, focus on people and building capacity) with instructional leadership (focus on teaching and learning, inquiry-based approaches to collaborative curriculum development)…. Personally I also find the work by Haslam and colleagues on social identity theory to be a convincing and useful theory for school leaders… to build identification with teachers as a first step to taking a school forward, for example by reforming the teaching of maths…

https://www.educationdevelopmenttrust.com/%7E/media/EDT/Reports/Research/2015/r-successful-school-leadership.pdf


The characteristics of effective professional learning for teachers:

• A collective sustained focus on learning
• Increasing ownership, collaboration and trust
• Classroom inquiry and experimentation
• Focus on pedagogy within curriculum subjects
• Focus on formative assessment and impact
• Critical engagement with external knowledge 

Developing a community of practice - shared language, purpose, ways of working 
and of learning (Wenger 1998; Bolam et al. 2005 http://dera.ioe.ac.uk/5622/1/RR637.pdf)

Developing Great Teaching 2015 http://tdtrust.org/about/dgt/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have responsibility for the professional learning of teachers then it is really worth reading fully the online open access resource ‘developing great teaching’ by the teacher development trust... The resource is based on research review and identifies the characteristics of effective CPD for teachers. This includes the idea of rhythm – that after an input teachers need time to experiment in the classroom and evaluate and then come back to share their findings. On this project we need you to engage in school-based activity between sessions. Initially this is engaging with resources and talking to colleagues but after session 2 it should also include classroom experimentation and evaluation.In our study the teacher researchers were involved in a larger project to develop maths teaching using the MNP textbook scheme… they had the textbooks and workbooks and importantly also had access to the teacher guidance materials as well as workshops and classroom coaching… our project asked questions about the professional learning of the teachers from their participation in the wider MNP implementation project…

http://dera.ioe.ac.uk/5622/1/RR637.pdf
http://tdtrust.org/about/dgt/


Second-order change is perceived as:
• A break with the past 
• Lies outside existing paradigms
• Conflicts with prevailing values and norms
• Requires the acquisition of new knowledge and skills
• Requires new resources not currently available
• May be resisted because only those who have a broad perspective of 

the school see the innovation as necessary

Marzano, R.J., Waters,, T. & McNulty, B.A. (2005) School Leadership That Works: From research to 
results. Aurora, USA: McREL.

Do your proposed changes to teaching 
mathematics in your schools represent 
a second order change?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marzano, Waters and McNulty present a challenging idea – that the many failed or forgotten initiatives in schools, that soaked up so much energy at the time, are caused because in busy schools significant changes are often treated as incremental, first-order changes, when they should have been identified and managed as big cultural changes and managed as second-order change…  so if you are leading change in teaching of maths then it seems important to recognise that it needs to be treated seriously as a second order change… this is a key conclusion of our research – do not treat implementation of a maths book scheme such as MNP as first order change… it involves beliefs as well as strategies and requires cultural change… it must be treated as second order…



Close to Practice Research

teaching as a complex inter-related system… 
Marzano, 2009

classroom teaching as a cultural script… 
Stiegler & Hiebert, 1998a; 1998b

co-creating socially and contextually robust knowledge…
Nowotny, H., Scott, P., & Gibbons, M. 2001

Presenter
Presentation Notes
different nations follow different scripts comparable to sitting down to a family dinner, so that changing practice requires teachers to become aware of the cultural scripts they are following (Stiegler & Hiebert, 1998a; 1998b)… our research adopts a close to practice approach in order to gain insight into teacher beliefs and cultural scripts…In my close to practice research projects I want to involve teachers as much as possible in design, ethics, data generation and especially data analysis… to co-create knowledge with them… small scale but in-depth research is what I like to do… sometimes combined with larger scale survey study… I am more interested in professional learning – to be honest – but of course our overall aim is better educational outcomes for children and young people…



Methods

• Video stimulated recall teacher interviews + 2 pupils x7
• Teacher focus group 1: textbook in a recent lesson
• Teacher focus group 2: fractions in the textbooks
• Textbook analysis: fractions horizontal, vertical and contextual
• Observation of fractions lesson and teacher interview x1
• Thematic qualitative analysis including collaborative analysis 

with teacher researchers x3
(Braun & Clarke, 2006; Charalambous et al., 2010)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our research data collection and approach to analysis… video stimulated recall means capturing a  lesson on video then interviewing the teacher while they fast forward pause and play their way back thru the lesson video… it makes the data generated more grounded in practice… but towards the end we do ask how the lesson demonstrates the wider practice of the teacher… and we hope that answer is more honest having watched the lesson… and we design the interview to be useful professional learning for the teacher because they are busy people…



Ann Edwards 
(2015) Designing 
tasks which 
engage learners 
with knowledge. 
In Ian Thompson 
Designing Tasks in 
Secondary 
Education. 
London: 
Routledge.

4. Demonstration of grasp of 
key concepts and ways of 
knowing. Higher stakes 
assessment with feedback to 
support student and teacher 
monitoring.

1. Instruction of key concepts 
and modelling of ways of 
knowing in the subject. Includes 
pre-assessment to enable the 
teacher to build on prior 
knowledge.

3. More open problem-solving 
tasks which enable learners to 
apply key concepts and ways of 
knowing. Low stakes assessment 
with feedback.

2. Structured tasks which 
engage with key concepts and 
ways of knowing in the subject. 
Intelligent practice and low 
stakes assessment with 
feedback.

The 
Quadrant 
Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditional direct instruction follows quadrant 1, 2, 3 and 4… but 3 is often neglected…Poor teaching often goes from 1 direct to 4 (which is assessment)MNP goes quadrant 3 first then 1, 2 and eventually 4



Whole class and buddy exploring of the ‘anchor’ 
problem for around 20 minutes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example of an anchor problem… in the research schools the teachers give around twenty to twenty-five minutes of a lesson – about half the lesson – on this exploratory phase…



‘Neriage’ – gathering and discussing methods and looking to see 
what the children in the textbook have come up with… completing 
journals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the methods the children in the book came up with…



Intelligent practice with variation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intelligent practice that is carefully designed to include variation…



…for me it’s the idea of that mathematical fluency 
coming out, the shift from the old style didactic teaching 
with the teacher stood at the front saying, ‘here is the 
rule of the day’.  The children are gaining ownership of 
emerging rules, the mathematical rules are coming 
almost through the children’s exploration, they are not 
explicitly being taught…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, now onto the findings of our research project…*Read quote* This is a particularly interesting one for me… when we did the collaborative analyses phase of the research, this idea prompted some interesting debate amongst the teacher researchers – is it child-led, or teacher-led? This is how the theme of ‘framing’ came about. Although when you watch a lesson taught using this approach it appears to be very child-led – even the children’s own perception is that they have control over the direction and pace of the lesson. However, it became very clear that the pace and direction of the lesson is rarely random – in fact, the teacher researchers were keen to express the fact that there were many things they did in order to ensure that the lesson went in the intended direction and that the pupils learnt what they were intending them to learn. Teachers were doing lots of things to frame the learning… Child-led and teacher-led learning are often held up as being a dichotomy however, we believe this is not the case – the two can exists in tandem.



Direct instruction 
- teaching for the 
test

Skilful dialogic 
teaching framing 
exploratory talk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through careful planning and facilitation of the anchor problem, we characterize the teacher as ‘framing’ the children’s learning… If you imagine that the pupils are inside the frame and they sort of bounce about, discovering things for themselves through exploration. However, the frame exists so that it is not left up to chance whether they learn or not and, depending on the focus of the lesson, the teacher might make the frame larger or smaller… Although, it is certainly true that, on occasion, the teacher must be prepared for a student to bounce out of the frame – this is something that the teacher researchers acknowledged and actually suggested as an enjoyable part of teaching in this way – being surprised at the creative and innovative ideas had by pupils that they were not expecting.  So you might ask – what are the actual things that teachers do to ‘frame’ the learning?Choice of manipulatives not left up to chanceHow the anchor task is introducedQuestioning – how open or closed?How much time is given for exploring and discussionClassroom culture – strict rules enforced or are new/different ideas welcomed?Classroom culture – is the teacher the one to judge ideas or are pupils encouraged to judge their own and each others ideas? 



It’s revolutionised my teaching.  My subject knowledge 
is beyond anything it ever was.  I enjoy maths, I have an 
enthusiasm for maths and I think the depth of rehearsal 
I go through for my lessons, I would never, ever have 
had that freedom or time to do it if I didn’t have the 
textbooks…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning for mastery Maths, in this case for the new teacher strategy of exploring an anchor problem, appears to involve a change in lesson preparation so that it focuses more on maths subject knowledge. This subject knowledge preparation is necessary because the children might take the anchor problem, provided by the textbook and introduced by the teacher, and go in different directions. Thus teacher planning, to enable their successful framing of collaborative learning through exploration, relies heavily on the textbooks. However, the lessons provided by the textbook embed the pedagogical approach and in particular give the teacher ‘permission’ to spend classroom time on collaboration of the anchor problem. This permission helps to counteract contextual pressures to rush on with curriculum delivery from an overloaded national curriculum, high stakes external inspection, and the emphasis on test results and school league tables. The dependence on the textbooks and associated teacher guidance creates a worry, because it might be part of reducing teachers to a technician role of ‘delivering’ the curriculum. It also creates a considerable pressure to be confident that the textbooks and guidance being followed are evidence-based and effective (Oates 2014). There is also a considerable investment involved for schools in committing to a commercially produced mastery maths scheme. However, the focus on exploring and on dialogue appears to keep the skill and subject knowledge of the teacher firmly at the heart of this mastery approach to Maths. Therefore, the books in themselves are insufficient and only provide one element of the approach. By this we mean that simply buying the books and introducing them across a school is unlikely to reproduce the findings of the current study. 



• Teachers come to ‘trust’ the textbooks and place high 
value on the texts and teacher guidance

• The pedagogy is built in to the text books…the text 
books come out half way through the lesson

• Teachers feel they are learning about maths and how to 
teach maths

• The books could easily lead to dull lessons if you try and 
teach traditionally with them…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. We are wary of text book schemes in England and rightly so, based on past experience…However, in every single country where maths scores high on international tests - they all use a text book…even though they are often, in south asia, maths specialists teachers…2. Maybe this means you should either go for it or avoid it, do not dip your toe in to the textbooks…if you want to experiment then use the lesson structure…and of course your children will need training in exploring solutions, collaborative learning, the multidimensionality of maths and above all in welcoming struggle and mistakes…as opportunities for learning… there is perhaps too much half hearted engagement with text book schemes in England at present… buying some books, maybe with no teacher guidance or training… to be fair the price of a textbook scheme is critical because state schools in England are struggling with their budgets… we have an age of austerity… schools are very price sensitive and this is a challenge for MNP and other publishers….3. What is a ‘high quality’ text book?  A high quality textbook must:be mathematically sound and based on thorough research;prompt opportunities for active learning;contain opportunities for ‘intelligent practice’ where variation theory is applied;contain multiple representations of mathematical concepts;promote metacognitive thinking and reflection 



…it is more about that facilitating learning.  You’re 
presenting the children with an opportunity, they come 
out with the outcomes themselves; the reasoning 
themselves.  There’s even less of a need for the children 
to be ability grouped… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think this is possibly one of the most important changes in teacher strategies that came out of our curriculum development project. It is interesting because it was not initially one of our main aims. Instead, as this quote illustrates, the move away from grouping by prior attainment was actually driven by the pedagogy – teachers began to realise that it was much more effective to have mixed prior attainment in the classroom. This then led to many teachers actually shifting their beliefs about the relationship between prior attainment and actual potential. Despite this, during the project, many teachers still referred to pupils as ‘high’ or ‘low’ ability which suggests that the high accountability framework we work in leads teachers to still persist with the labeling of children. It is important to ask yourself the question – can you every really know whether a child is ‘high’ or ‘low’ ability? And, what are they ‘high’ or ‘low’ ability in? 



• Setting or grouping is in tension with the underpinning 
beliefs of a mastery approach…

• Explore mixed pairs activity…random, high-low, 
personalities…and zoning…

• Consider a phased approach to moving away from 
grouping by prior attainment…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AAAgain, the research evidence in our country is becoming clearer and clearer – setting or streaming has actually got an overall negative effect on learning. This provides schools with a significant challenge – especially secondary schools! Some of the main issues include:misallocationlack of movement between groupsquality of teaching being variedsome groups falling behind on content (diminishing the difference!)learner identity and demotivationlow teacher expectations It is true that there is likely to be less of a negative impact when within class ability grouping is used but, certainly, the teachers involved in our project found this to be of little use when applying mastery pedagogy.  When considering moving away from ability grouping, it is useful to consider a phased approach – especially for pupils in older year groups. It is also important to consider what approach to mixed prior attainment grouping you will take;randompairs (high low)personalitieszoning etc…



…I think with maths you’re continually learning.  You’re 
learning different ways; you’re learning different 
methods.  I know when I was at school it was all about 
conventions…so I think you’re always learning and your 
intelligence is not capped…and it’s a case of you are 
always learning, you’re increasing the amount of  
intelligence you have in maths…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intelligence in Maths may be conceived as fixed or malleable. Many teachers in England have come across this idea through varied levels of engagement with the mindset theory of Carol Dweck (1999; 2006). Early research on mindset theory tended to focus on general mindset or on mindset broadly related to ‘school work’. It is interesting to focus on mindset in a very specific context, such as within school mathematics. The analysis indicates that engagement in the mastery maths intervention appears to be changing teacher beliefs related to becoming a mathematician, including a more malleable conception of intelligence in the context of maths. Teachers are reflecting both on their own mindset within the school subject of Maths and on the mindset of their pupils. 3. This reflection on beliefs about intelligence is entangled with a changing understanding of the nature of Maths and of being a mathematician.  The analysis shows how the teacher researchers are seeing the subject of maths as being about collaborative problem-solving and deep thinking, rather than focusing on speed to reach a single ideal solution. It is as much a shift in cultural beliefs about the subject of Maths and ‘ability’ within Maths as it is about changing beliefs about the malleable nature of intelligence.We only worked with individual teachers, one from each school…it is interesting to consider the collective mindset of the staff in a school – and I have a PhD student investigating this through an in-depth ethnographic case study of a school that has worked on a generic mindset project…we wonder if a domain specific mathematical mindset project would be more powerful…



• Systematically and collectively, in intention and in 
practice - stop labelling learners

• Work on collective teacher awareness of mindset 
theory and teacher expectations

• Work on the multidimensionality of maths…domain 
specific mindset means that cultural beliefs about 
maths are just as important as beliefs about intelligence

https://bhi61nm2cr3mkdgk1dtaov18-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/05/When-You-Believe-in-Your-Students-They-Do-Better.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what?This is one of the things we found exciting about our analysis…we were looking at qualitative evidence of change in mathematical mindset…in line with the work of Jo Boaler…that mindset is domain specific…a belief that IN MATHS the more you practice, at the edge of your current attainment, the more intelligent you get…this is exciting because it challenges embedded cultural beliefs in England that may help to explain not only international differences in PISA tests but also embedded beliefs around social class and inherited intelligence so addressing the huge challenge of the achievement gap…Learning without limits project…two books…start with the mindset of the teachers…Agree to stop labelling…agree language and behaviours that avoid labelling…In our project…teachers felt they were becoming mathematicians…and that all of their children were also becoming mini-mathematicians…this comes back to the theory of Basil Bernstein about how maths becomes school maths…teachers and schools have considerable power and responsibility for the recontextualisation of maths, even in age of high accountability through league tables based on test results…

https://bhi61nm2cr3mkdgk1dtaov18-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/When-You-Believe-in-Your-Students-They-Do-Better.pdf


Let’s consider the work of a mathematician: She first has to pose an 
important problem, then map out a mathematical approach, she will 
probably collaborate with others on ideas, and engage in…a zig-zagging 
process of conjecturing, refining counter examples and proving. She has 
to form a mathematical model, apply methods, draw diagrams, connect 
ideas, reason about connections and communicate in different forms. 
The work is multidimensional. 

https://www.youcubed.org/open-creative-mathematics/
Jo Boaler (2016) Mathematical Mindsets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This emphasises multidimensionality and reinforces the importance of teacher skills in the exploring phase and time given to journaling and skills development of children related to collaborative learning and journaling…it is not enough to say that maths is more than speed and calculation…you need to demonstrate it…It is worth noting that mathematicians in the real world do almost no arithmetic! Keith Devlin (US mathematician and author) highlights this and suggests that mathematics is about studying the ‘science of patterns’ rather than following fixed rules…

https://www.youcubed.org/open-creative-mathematics/


(Mullis et al., 2012)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In England we currently are not keen on textbooks as the basis for teachingWe tend to just dip into them…The teacher has autonomy and responsibility for planning learning activities and the sequence of lessonsTextbooks shape pedagogy and despite wariness in the UK are used in maths in all the highest performing nations in international tests



We need to question international test comparisons… and focus on 
principles for practice… rather than policy borrowing or ‘cherry 
picking’ across cultural boundaries….

We should ask…what is a high quality textbook? 
and how do teachers use them?

(Alexander 2012)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We wanted to focus onto the textbooks… we are writing a third research paper focused much more tightly on the role of the textbook scheme…I will submit the paper soon but need some funding to make it open access… we give away the work to the publishers and then pay them extra to make it available to teachers… it is a strange world… I maintain a distance from MNP because I need to remain an independent researcher… but I will allow them to pay the open access fee on my paper – however I should point out, they only get to read the paper once it is published  they just have to hope that it is not too critical of their textbooks!



Activity Theory
Yrjo Engestrom (1987) 
Expansive Learning at 
Work: toward an activity 
theoretical 
reconceptualization. 
Journal of Education and 
Work 14 (1): 133-155.

Text Book 
Scheme

Teacher Pupil 
learning

Outcomes: 
• National 

test results
• Lifelong 

learning in 
maths

Artefact or tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Originating with Vygotsky’s ideas on the mediating role of artefacts / tools in children’s learning… cultural historical activity theory has been developed as a theoretical framework that may assist in the understanding of complex social settings such as a classroom… we use a hybrid approach to qualitative analysis by combining bottom up inductive reasoning to identify emerging themes BUT also top-down deductive reasoning by applying the framework of Engestrom’s activity theory for example to identity ‘rules’ ‘community’ and ‘division of labour’ revealed within the data and to identify contradictions, for example within the object… or for example between rules and the artefact or tool (the text book scheme)…



Dialogic teaching

‘…adults can guide children in how to use talk effectively, as a 
cultural and psychological tool…

…this can make a significant contribution to children’s self-regulated 
learning and their intellectual development, including the 
development of their reasoning’ (Mercer 2008: 99)

Teachers need to develop a ‘dialogic climate’ for example by 
negotiating principles or rules for classroom talk 

(Alexander, 2017: 27; Mercer, 2000: 161)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dialogic teaching is evidence based…



In dialogic teaching classroom talk is:

Purposeful
Collective

Reciprocal
Supportive

Challenging
Cumulative

Robin Alexander (2017) Towards Dialogic Teaching: Rethinking classroom talk. (5th Edition) Cambridge: Dialogos.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dialogic teaching focuses on classroom talk but we wanted to adopt a socio-material approach and also consider the textbook as an artefactPurposeful: teachers identify key concepts and steer classroom talk to engage with themCollective: teachers and students address learning tasks together, as a group or whole classReciprocal: teachers and students listen to each other, share ideas and alternative viewsSupportive: students articulate their ideas freely to reach shared understanding. Challenging: struggle and mistakes are welcome because we learn from themCumulative: teachers and students build on their own ideas and each other’s ideasBarad p55  ‘‘To theorize is not to leave the material world behind’



Lindsay Hetherington & Rupert Wegerif (2018) Developing a material-dialogic approach to pedagogy to guide 
science teacher education, Journal of Education for Teaching, 44:1, 27-43.
Barad, K. 2007. Meeting the Universe Half-Way: Quantum Physics and the Entanglement of Matter and Meaning. Durham: 
Duke University Press.

A material-dialogic approach to understanding ‘dialogic teaching’ 

Taking into account classroom layout, manipulatives, representations 
and textbooks…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dialogic teaching focuses on classroom talk but we wanted to adopt a socio-material approach and also consider the textbook as an artefactPurposeful: teachers identify key concepts and steer classroom talk to engage with themCollective: teachers and students address learning tasks together, as a group or whole classReciprocal: teachers and students listen to each other, share ideas and alternative viewsSupportive: students articulate their ideas freely to reach shared understanding. Challenging: struggle and mistakes are welcome because we learn from themCumulative: teachers and students build on their own ideas and each other’s ideasBarad p55  ‘‘To theorize is not to leave the material world behind’



Textbook Analysis: Horizontal
…it does take a lot less time to plan. You’re not planning the 
content; you’re not planning the sequence of lessons; you’re not 
planning what resources you’re going to use. You’re spending your 
time understanding why things are done. 

Patricia - fractions lesson observation and interview 



Textbook Analysis: Vertical
The majority of text book problems in ‘fractions’ focus on 
teaching procedures with connections which promote the 
development of  conceptual understanding (as opposed to 
problems without connections, teaching for memorisation or 
complex problems)…

Although some 
closed questions 
are used as 
stepping stones 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is true for approximately 98% of problems in the KS1 textbooks – years 1 and 2… There were one or two questions which were aimed at memorisation – these were where a mathematical convention needed learning (e.g. the written word for a given fraction – thirds, quarters and halves… 



Textbook Analysis: Vertical
There is a fairly even split in the fractions sections between:
‘answer only’ questions
‘open ended’ problems (e.g. 'How many ways can you...?')
‘no answer’ problems where the anchor problem is un-picked and 
explained with a variety of methods for solving it shown

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This suggests that there is a fairly even split between cognitively heavy questions (open ended) and cognitively light (no answer or answer only) – perhaps this is to ensure that pupils learn the ‘main thing’ whilst still encountering struggle and difficulty throughout their school maths experience…



Textbook Analysis: Vertical
Progression – the year 2 fractions chapter spends considerable time 
looking at developing understanding of fractions using an ‘area 
model’ (circles and rectangles) before introducing fractions on a 
number line and then finding fractions of a quantity.
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Presentation Notes
This is an important point when we consider that children are often likely to struggle to see fractions as numbers in themselves and then to be able to understsnd the notion of the ‘whole’ when dealing with discreet quantities… 



The textbook as dialogic 

The children do enjoy seeing these familiar pictures, familiar 
children in the book and it is kind of with the younger children 
they do sort of become their friends and sometimes we do open 
the book and there’s like a bit of a sense of excitement like ‘oh 
wow, oh look, there’s Elliott, what’s he doing?’ 

Teacher researcher focus group on fractions 



‘I think very much in the first year or the first couple of months working 
towards it, I followed it down to the T, and now I still will but I will have the 
confidence to use my teacher judgement in saying for my class this is a 
different resource, and my class don’t need this lesson right now, they’re not 
ready for it, this lesson will confuse them, however, this is a good lesson, it is 
relevant to the children just not yet.  So what I’ll do is, I’ll teach this unit first 
and then I’ll put that on two chapters down when it’s still relevant for them.’   

Veronica Stage 1 video stimulated recall teacher interview

Teacher modifications 
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Teachers’ using professional judgment to ensure that they are not just mindlessly following the book… this was especially common in the first year of using the scheme…



Socialized by the textbook?
‘What we usually do is look at the textbook first; decide what we think we 
should do and then look at the lesson approach and see if that’s in agreement 
to what we think and we’ve pretty much stuck to the lesson approach in the 
online teacher guidance…

We find the more we plan these lessons the more what we think we should do 
matches with the online approach.  You get used to kind of understanding the 
textbook and why the images and number sentences are there…’

Presenter
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Maybe the teachers become socialized – but maybe they realise how the scheme is designed…



Contradiction / teacher dilemma

…the problem we’ve got is because of the way we finally assess. 
That’s the problem with Year 6 [aged 11 years]. If we didn’t have 
our final SATs assessments [National tests at age 11], which 
unfortunately are very time constrained, I would have said… yes 
I’ve got more children who are showing a depth of 
understanding and… the children… have made significant 
progress because of the confidence. The emotional issue they 
had with maths has gone… 

Rachel – video stimulated recall interview 
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Teachers worried about the scheme in preparing for national tests… mainly because of the peculiarities of the tests… eg requiring speed



Contradictions Text Book 
Scheme

Teacher Pupil 
learning

Outcomes: 
• National 

test results
• Lifelong 

learning in 
maths

Artefact or tool
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Contradiction within the division of labour as a component – who plans the lessons? Teacher planning versus following the book…primaryContradiction between the teacher and the textbook scheme as an artefact – who is the expert who decides the pedagogy? secondaryContradiction within the object due to the wider policy framework including national tests, teacher performativity and school league tables…tertiaryContradiction between the classroom and the school and wider policy activity systems…quaternary



Textbook 
scheme

National 
tests
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Contradiction between the classroom and the school and wider policy activity systems…quaternary



The embedded pedagogy of the textbook scheme recontextualises
‘mathematics’ towards  a ‘school maths’ that is dialogic, 
multidimensional human activity focused on mathematical 
reasoning… 

This school maths acknowledges the fallibility of knowledge and 
the need to develop understanding of ‘ways of knowing’… it helps 
students to ‘become mathematicians’ but teachers feel some 
tension with the requirements of national tests…

Conclusions…



The enactment of the textbook scheme challenges thinking in 
England around the autonomy, expertise and curriculum subject 
knowledge of the primary class teacher…

The analysis suggests that the textbook scheme may contribute 
towards social justice in school by changing teacher beliefs 
concerning the malleability of intelligence in mathematics –
mathematical mindset…

Conclusions…



‘Second-order’ change: key leadership responsibilities
1. Knowledge of curriculum, instruction and assessment
2. Being the driving force behind the innovation
3. Fostering engagement with underpinning theory and research
4. Change agent: challenging the status quo - moving forward despite risks
5. Continually monitoring and evaluating
6. Being flexible: both directive but also non-directive
7. Being consistent with her/his ideals and beliefs (Marzano et al., 2005)
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In their meta-review of school leadership research Marzano and colleagues identified 21 leadership responsibilites. – ouch! However, they were able to identify 7 most important responsibilities – in order of importance – when leading second order change in practice. So knowledge of curriculum, instruction and assessment is the most important – you need both the subject lead teacher AND the head teacher (or perhaps a deputy) to have good knowledge of mastery approaches. This is partly about having classroom credibility so that you are better able to influence any resistant teachers who are holding on to existing practices and beliefs.



Vertical Domain: public (published) 
knowledge – theory, research, 
professional guidance, policy 

Horizontal Domain: 
practical (local) wisdom 
– ways of working here

Teacher 
learning as 
'interplay'

Connected domains
Multiple paradigms

Boyd & Bloxham (2014) A situative metaphor for teacher learning, BERJ, 40 (2).
Boyd, Hymer & Lockney (2017) Learning Teaching: Becoming an inspirational teacher. Critical Publishing.

Lesson 
Study?
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In teacher inquiry both teachers’ practical wisdom and scholars public published knowledge need to be open for critical evaluation – what does this mean for our children in this school? It means you need a form of CPD that creates ‘interplay’ and you need to create a culture that accepts the need to question and challenge both relevant research evidence and theory but also current practical wisdom and embedded practice.How do teachers learn? Influenced by Basil Bernstein’s ideas on vertical and horizontal discourse and rejecting the theory practice gap metaphor we developed a metaphorical framework for teacher learning as ‘interplay’ between vertical and horizontal domains of knowledge. The vertical domain of public knowledge foregrounds published theory, research, professional guidance and policy and is hierarchical. In this more formal knowledge domain practical ways of working are pushed to the background. The horizontal domain of practical wisdom foregrounds professional judgements and situated ways of working and is segmented because it varies from one setting to the next and even from one teaching team to the next, it is social, dynamic, situated, contested and sometimes tacit. The interplay metaphor recognises the value of teachers’ expertise and also captures the power play involved in developing educational practice and educational research. It allows that practitioners might construct new knowledge during professional development inquiry activity as they make and evaluate change in their classroom practice and develop practical theories in their workplaces. In this project we propose that you use lesson study to create interplay… but you could also use an action research approach. Whatever CPD approach you adopt it must include questioning of public knowledge and practical wisdom.



Lesson Study for ongoing professional inquiry

• teachers collaboratively design and evaluate lessons
• focus on student thinking and learning
• target specific students and gather data
• refine and teach the ‘research lesson’ again
• allocate time and develop skills in lesson study
• Use lesson study to build a professional learning community

Lesson study overview MA2M+ 121 available at   https://ma2m.org/

EEF lesson study RCT report (2017) https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/projects-and-
evaluation/projects/lesson-study/

Lewis  C C  & Hurd  J  (2011) Lesson Study: Step by Step  How learning communities improve instruction  Portsmouth 
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Action learning sets are a possibility… action research is another… but given the focus of mastery approaches on classrooms then lesson study seems appropriate… and has been a huge part of the development of maths teaching in Singapore and Shanghai… so we might take inspiration from that and develop our own version in the UK…We can ask (after Hattie 2012) ‘what is my impact on learning?’And we can ask (after Boyd, Hymer & Lockney 2017) ‘what is my impact on learning and on learners?’Answering these questions with a systematic approach such as lesson study or action research will be much stronger and effective than informal reflection

https://ma2m.org/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/projects-and-evaluation/projects/lesson-study/


Professional Capital = f(HC,SC,DC)

Professional Capital is teacher capacity to help all students learn and thrive

HC: Human Capital is knowledge of subject, pedagogy and children plus values 
and emotional capability
SC: Social Capital is trust in professional relationships
DC: Decisional Capital is becoming an expert through experimentation

Hargreaves, A. & Fullan, M. (2012) Professional Capital: Transforming Teaching in Every school.
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The concept of professional capital is developed by Fullan and Hargreaves in their book (2012) and is useful in reminding us of the three elements required to build that professional capital – knowledge including external knowledge, trusting collaborative relationships and classroom experimentation and evaluation.



Project open access resources…

Boyd, P. & Ash, A. (2018) Mastery Mathematics: Changing teacher beliefs around 
in-class grouping and mindset. Teaching and Teacher Education, 75, 214-223. 
Available at: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tate.2018.06.016

Boyd, P. & Ash, A. (2018) Teachers framing exploratory learning within a text-
book based Singapore Maths mastery approach. Teacher Educator Advancement 
Network Journal 10(1): 62-73. Available at: 
https://ojs.cumbria.ac.uk/index.php/TEAN/article/view/442

Open access video CPD resource:  http://insight.cumbria.ac.uk/id/eprint/3286/

Mastery Approach to Maths MA2M+ open access resources  https://ma2m.org/
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1. It has proved very difficult to reform the teaching of mathematics
2. There is a power knowledge struggle to shape ‘school maths’
3. Reform of teaching mathematics is a social justice issue
4. Effective leadership of change is ‘learning centred’ and collective
5. Implementing MNP influences teachers strategies and beliefs
6. The MNP textbooks contribute to ‘dialogic teaching’
7. Lesson study is appropriate for continued teacher learning
8. A well-designed ‘dialogic’ textbook scheme offers a way forward

Leading change in teaching mathematics



Pete Boyd 
pete.boyd@cumbria.ac.uk

Supporting teachers and school leaders in 
developing research-informed practice through 

collaborative research and development

Changing teacher strategies and beliefs 
through dialogic teaching in Mathematics
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